English certificate C1
For both tracks (German-English track and English track) you need very good English skills at level C1.
You must prove this by one of the following:
1. a successfully completed course of study, at least 40 percent of which was taken in English. This
means that at least 40 percent of your ECTS came from courses in which teaching and examinations
were held in English. This form signed and stamped by your university can be used as proof of this
and submitted for the application.
PLEASE NOTE: As a graduate of the B.Sc. BWL program at the University of Mannheim you do
not have to enclose this form, since your transcript explicitly shows the portion of the course
work completed in English. Your Bachelor certificate or transcript is sufficient as proof of
English.
2. a university entrance qualification from an English-speaking school system.
3. Test of English as a Foreign Language - Internet Based Test (TOEFL iBT) with a minimum score of
100.
4. the European Language Certificate (telc) - English University with at least (language) level C1.
5. certificate in Advanced English (CAE).
6. certificate of proficiency in English (CPE).
7. International English Language Testing System Academic Test (IELTS) with at least band 7.0.
8. language certificate of the University of Mannheim Service und Marketing GmbH with at least
(language) level C1 in the areas of Listening Comprehension, Written Language, Spoken Language
and Reading Comprehension. This is also available to external applicants.

Important notes:
 Only the certificates listed here will be accepted. Other certificates, tests or confirmations cannot
be considered.
 The English certificate is an admission requirement. If you do not upload it together with your
application within the cut-off deadline (May 31 of each year), your application cannot be
considered for selection. Submission at a later date is excluded.
 If you submit a test result/certificate as proof of language proficiency, it must not be older than
two years on the application deadline date (usually May 31) in order to be recognized.

